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Abstract. We verify Serre’s conjecture (3.2.49), stated in [Se4], for the special case of irreducible
Galois representations defined by the p-torsion points of modular elliptic curves with potentially
good, ordinary reduction at p. Also we treat the semi-stable case when the representation is not finite
at p.

Introduction
a prime integer p, fix
p a closure of Fp. Fix 0 a closure of Q and put
Go Gal(Q/Q). For every continuous Galois representation p: GQ ~ GL2(IF p),
Serre defines two integers: the conductor Np and the weight kp, as well as a
Dirichlet character Ep: (Z/N03C1Z)* ~ F*p by means of a recipe. When p is odd and
irreducible, he conjectures that p arises from a cusp form of type (Np, kp, 8.) with
coefficients in IF p which is an eigenfunction of all the Hecke operators (cf. [Se4],
(3.2.4,,».
Suppose that E is an elliptic curve over Q. For each prime p, the action of the
absolute Galois group Gu on the p-torsion points Ep of E(Q) defines a
continuous representation

For

=

which is always odd and absolutely irreducible if p &#x3E; 163 (cf. [Ma], [Se4]).
In this case, the character ep is trivial. Depending on the arithmetic of E, we
compute the conductor and the weight of p in Section 1. If the representation p is
finite at p, p 5, and the elliptic curve is modular and has semi-stable reduction
at p, we know that p verifies (3.2.4?) (cf. [Ri], [Ca]). In Sections 2 and 3 we show
that p verifies (3.2.4?) when E is modular and has potentially good ordinary or
semi-stable (non-finite) reduction at p. In these cases the weight k03C1 is greater than
2 and the cusp form f predicted by Serre’s conjecture can be obtained by a
manipulation of the weight-2 newform F attached to E by Eichler-Shimura

theory.
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Section 1

reproduces the text of a talk given by the second author in the FreyLamprecht-Zimmer Seminar of the Universitât des Saarlandes, in September
’89. The results in this section are in accordance with the ones given in [Kr].
1. Conductor and

formulae

weight

The action of

Ga on the Tate module TP(E) of E gives rise to a p-adic
representation 03C10:GQ ~ Aut(1;,(E) ~ Qp) ~ GL2(0p) which is a lifting of the
representation p. Let N be the conductor of po; i.e., N is the product of the local
Artin conductors of po at the primes 1 ~ p (cf. [Sel]). We know that the
conductor Np of p must be a divisor of N. Since the wild ramification groups at1
are pro-1-groups andl ~ p, the wild exponents of N and
Np coincide. We have

for every primel ~ p. Here, Il denotes some inertia group of GU for 1.
Let now Fl denote the special fibre of the Néron model of E at1 and consider
the exact sequence

where

03B50Fl, 03A6l are the identity component and the group of components of Fl,

respectively.

We recall that

Fl

if E has

0Fl ~ { Gm,iF, (over l)

if E

good reduction at 1,
has multiplicative reduction

codimFpEIlp,

To compute
tained by reduction

we use

(cf. [Se-Ta]);

the
one

2

Fl(l)[p]

l,

if E has additive reduction at 1.

G.,[F,

dim

at

=

isomorphism E(Ql)[p]Il ~
easily checks that

Fl(l)[p]

if E has

good reduction at 1,
has multiplicative reduction

1 + dim 03A6l(Fl)[p]

if E

dim 03A6l(l)[p]

if E has additive reduction at 1.

On the other hand,

2
dim(T,(E) ~ Qp)Il

ob-

=

1

0

if E has
if E has

good reduction at l,
multiplicative reduction at l,

if E has additive reduction at 1.

at

1,
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From what

precedes

it is clear that

for every prime l ~ p.
The following tables yield the exact value of the ’abaissement’
terms of the reduction type of the Néron model at l.
For p=2,

The

vl(N/N03C1)

in

recipe to compute the weight kp is more subtle; it only involves the local
representation at p. Let p p : Gp ~ GL2(Fp) be the representation obtained from p
by restriction to some decomposition group Gp = Gal(Qp/Qp) of Gu for p. Let pp
denote its semisimplification. The action under 03C1ssp of the tame inertia group Iof
Gp is given by two characters 4J, 4J’ of level 1 or 2; by writing them in a suitable
way as powers of the fundamental characters one gets the value of kP (cf. [Se4]).
Recall that each character of Iis determined by its invariant a mod Z[1/p],
where a is a rational number (cf. [Se2]).
Assume for simplicity that p &#x3E; 7 (cf. [Kr] for the cases p 7). Let c4, C6 be the
usual invariants of the elliptic curve E, determined up to p-units from a pminimal Weierstrass equation for E.
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PROPOSITION.

The weight k03C1 = 2 + 03BB(p-1)
pl(p
1)
a(
1J)
of the characters attached to
03B1(~’)
=

can

and the invariants
the representation

03B1(~),

be read from the following table:

The results in the second table can be obtained from the results in the
first table by twisting with the quadratic character ramified only at p. If E has
semi-stable reduction at p, the values of 03B1(~) and are already given in [Se4].
Therefore, we only need to consider the cases when E has reduction type II, III,
or IV at p.
Let

Proof.

The

elliptic

03C0e=p. Let

curve

E

reduction over the field L
Qnrp(03C0), where
the
be
and let m: EL(p) ~ E(p)
Gal(QpIL)-

acquires good

EL = E ~ Qnrp L

=
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isomorphism obtained by base change. We search for some 1-dimensional
subspace of the iFp[It]-module (Fp 0 Fp Ep)SS.
We first recall the basic setup of [Se2]. Let E be the formal group of EL and let
h be its height. The kernel Ep of the multiplication by [p] contains always a nonzero Fp-vector space vL on which the tame inertia group It,L of Gal(ap/L) acts.
The dimFp VL and the action of It,L on Fph Q VL can both be read from the
Newton polygon of the formal series of the multiplication by [p] on Ê. A caseby-case verification shows:

where

two,

03B8p-1, Op2 -1: It,L

~

*p are fundamental characters on It,L of level one and

respectively.

take V := IFph Q m(VEL), where VEL is the image of VL under the
into the group EL,p of p-torsion points of EL(p). Now Itacts
embedding
on V and its action can be computed by means of m. For that, we look at the
action of sm := m-1 s m on Fph O VL, for s E
We carry out the
whole computations only when E has reduction type 1 v at p, p ~ 2 (mod 3), and
Vp(C4) &#x3E; 2:
Let

us

of p

Gal(p/Qnrp).

and
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If

s~Gal(p/nrp) and

Finally,

for 1 Q (x,

Now, case-by-case,

z

= -03C0x/y~ VL,

then

y) ~V we get

we

fill up the table

by taking into

account the

recipe for the

weight.
in the

2. Serre’s

conjecture

Our

is to prove the

goal

ordinary

following

THEOREM. Serre’s conjecture
p:

case

(3.2.4?)

is

true for

an

irreducible representation

G ~ Aut(Ep)

provided that
reduction

E over 0 is
7.

We look for

eigenfunction

modular

elliptic curve with potentially good, ordinary

modular form f = E anqn of type (Np, kp) with coefficients in
of all the Hecke operators, and satisfying
a

trace(p(Frob,»
for all

a

at p &#x3E;

= al

and

det(p(Frobl))

=

if p’

lk03C1-1,

1 f pN p. We should like to remark that numerical evidence, collected by

computer calculations, led

us

to guess how the normalized newform F attached

elliptic curve E should be handled to produce f. First of all we fix some
terminology:
Set Cn for a cyclic group of order n. Fix a primitive root mod p or,
equivalently, fix an isomorphism (Z/pZ)* ~ Cp-1. Let (p in Q be a primitive p th
root of unity. Realize the group C p -1 as Galois group as follows:
to

our
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GQ ~ Gal((03B6p)/) ~ (/p)*, by sending a conjugation class Frob,

to1 mod p

for all 1 =1= p.
Fix embeddings

for each

so

prime 1

and define

that under the

03C8(n)n ~
We denote

1

a

Dirichlet character

mapping 03BCp-1 ~ *p

we

(mod p), for all n~, (n, p)

have
=

1.

by

the Galois 1-adic character deduced from 03C8. Note that
yields the inverse of the cyclotomic character mod p

by reduction

mod

p, 03C8p

which is

given by the action of Go on the p th roots of unity.
Finally, for future use we state the following notations:

From

now on we

put

m = p -1
.

e

LEMMA 1. Let F be the normalized newform associated to an elliptic curve E
satisfying the same hypothesis as in the theorem and let N be as in Section 1. Then
the level of F is p2N and there exists a newform

having the

same

eigenvalues system

as

the

twisted form

F0

03C8m.
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Proof. The first claim follows from the assumptions and [Ca]. Observe that
F ~ 03C8m is an eigenfunction for the Hecke operators with eigenvalues system

{al03C8m(l), 03C82m}lpN. Therefore there exists a
g E S2(M, tf¡2m) having the same eigenvalues

divisor M of p2N and a newform
as F Q tf¡m. In fact,

system

resp. Bp, the Atkin, resp. the degeneracy, operators as in [At-Li].
We must prove that M N if E is of type I* at p, and M pN otherwise.
Let1 be a prime such that (1, pN) 1. Using Eichler-Shimura, if

being Up,

=

=

=

denotes the 1-adic

representation

attached to E then

is the 1-adic representation arising from F p
adic representation for the newform g.

t/Jm. Notice that 03C1l Q 03C8ml is also the 1-

Since after Carayol’s work it is known that the level of a newform agrees
(outside 1) with the Artin conductor of its 1-adic representation, we have reduced
the problem to compute the conductor of 03C1l Q 03C8ml attached to g. Moreover, since
03C8l is unramified outside p we only need to compute the action of 1 p’ the inertia
subgroup of Gal (Qp/Qp).
Since E has potentially good ordinary reduction at p, E acquires good
reduction over the ring of integers of OP(n), with 03C0e = p and p ~ 1 (mod e);
therefore p, restricted at 1 p factorizes through a cyclic group Ce of order e. In
particular, this forces the restriction 03C1l/Ip to be diagonalizable. Moreover
det 03C1l(Ip)=1 and hence

with a character 8: Cp-1 ~ ,ue(Q,). We may view
unramified outside p, still denoted by g,

But,

e

Cp-1 ~

should be t/liJ::.m. Since, being
03BCp-1(Ql) of order e exist if e 3, 4
=

e

as

6, and only

Galois character

characters of
one if e = 2. So, now it is

Qi fixed, only
or

a

two
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clear that p, ~ has Artin conductor with exponent 1 at p if e 3, 4, 6 or 0 if
e=2.
We also need some knowledge on the behavior of the ’hidden’ coefficient bp of
the newform g attached to the modular form F. In the next lemma, we reject the
easy case when E is of type IÓ at p.
=

LEMMA 2. Let g E bnqn be the normalized newform of Lemma 1 and assume
a =1. Let K be the number field generated by the Fourier coefficients bn for all
ni 1. Then we have:
=

(i) The field

K is

(ii) |bp| vP.
(iii) If vp denotes

equal

to

=

the normalized

p-adic

valuation

of 0 fixed by

p, then

Proof. It is clear that the coefficients bl with lpN belong to the field U(tP’).
Since g is a newform, it then follows from a theorem of Miyake (cf. Theorem B in
[Mi]), that all the coefficients of g lie in Q(03C8m).
Since g is a normalized newform and it has primitive p-Nebentypus (in the
sense

that its level and the conductor of its character have the

same

valuation at

p), a result of Ogg-Li-Asai (cf. [Og], [Li], [As]) yields Ibpl fi, and therefore
vp(bp) + vp(bp)=1, where the bar denotes complex conjugation. Since bp is an
integer of K and p splits completely in K, we have vp(bp) E {0, 1}.
=

The next lemma makes use of the theory of deforming residual Galois
representations. Recent work of Mazur and Tilouine suggest how to make
explicit links between ordinary deformations and ordinary (potentially) elliptic
curves

We

(cf. [Ma-Ti], [Hi]).
let g X bnqn denote the ’complex conjugate’ form of g.
=

LEMMA 3. Either g or g is ordinary at p, depending on the p-Kodaira symbol of
E: II, III, IV or II*, III*, IV*.
Proof. Since E has potentially good ordinary reduction at p, the restriction of
p to 1 p is reducible. It is given by

(~p-m0

*

when E is of type II, 777

or

1 v at p,
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and

We obtain

Therefore, by a theorem of Wiles (cf. [Wi]), g cannot be ordinary in the cases
when E is of type II*, III* or IV* at p, resp. g cannot be ordinary in the cases
when E is of type II, III or 1 V at p. Since we know a priori that one of the two
forms is p-ordinary, the claim follows.
Let g
REMARK. From now on let i3 be the place of Q fixed by our choice of
(9
In
of
the
of
in
Lemma
3.
denote the p-ordinary cusp form
(03C8m)
ring integers
we write ( p)
pp where p = i3 m U. Denote by Ale the abelian subvariety of
J 1 (pN) attached to g by Shimura’s theory and consider the -rational

Qp.

=

multiplication

under which the action ofl(n) is given by the Hecke operator T",Alb acting on A.
By using a theorem of Langlands [La], A acquires good reduction over Qp((p)
(or even more precisely, over the splitting field of the character f/¡2m). Denote by
B the Néron model of A over Spec Zp[03B6p]. Lemma 3 simply tells us that the pdivisible group B [pOO] is ordinary at p; i.e. in the exact sequence of p-divisible
groups

all the terms

are non-zero.

The last lemma we need makes use of the Eisenstein series
summarize its definition and properties:

El ,t/J. Briefly,

we
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where

Here, L(s, 03C8) is the Dirichlet’s L-function for the character 03C8, and

is the Gauss

character

The Eisenstein series
ro(p) which satisfies

sum.
on

E1,03C8 is a modular form of weight

1 and

and

Also we are going to recall the trace operator between modular forms. For
sake of simplicity we only take care of the case

where 0 is a Dirichlet character mod N, and 03C3j denotes a set of representatives of
the right cosets ro(pN)Bro(N).
Let

W =

px 1)p),with
PNY

some

integers

x,y

satisfying

det

Wp = p.

well-known Fricke involution. Let Up be the pth Hecke operator
S03BA(pN, ~). In our case, the trace operator has the simple expression

LEMMA 4. Let
a

h = 03A3cnqn ~ S03BA(pN, 03C8-t) be a newform with
positive integer with d - t (mod p - 1). Then

Proof.

For the

1 x t

p

It is the

acting

on

1. Let d be

proof we borrow some ideas of Koike and Shimura (cf. [Ko]).
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We write for

Since

a

moment

E1,03C8 ~ 1 (mod ),

Following

Asai

we

[As], let

look for

us

define

an

integer d

such that

c(p)n by

and put

Then
at h.

h|[Wp]03BA = 03B4ph(p) being 03B4p = C(03C8-t)p-03BA/2p

By using (2)

we

the

pseudo-eigenvalue

of

Wp

rewrite

Finally, by taking into

account

Stickelberger’s

theorem

we

get

and this proves the lemma.

Proof of the theorem. We give the proof when E is of type II, III, or 1 V at p.
For the other cases, except when E is of type 16 which is even easier, we proceed
in the same way, and therefore the proof is left to the reader.
By

Lemma 1

we

take g =

~ in S2(pN, 03C82m). From Lemmas 2 and 3 we
1. By
a p-ordinary newform satisfying vp(bp)
the character of g, we can take d = m(e - 2) in

E bnqn

know that in this case g is
normalizing the exponent in
accordance with Lemma 4.

=
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Let be as in Section 1. If 0 denotes the
immediate that

Ramanujan operator (cf. [Se3]) it is

and its coefficients are congruent to the traces of p(Frobl) for all l pN. The
weight of this form is now the right one and its level is prime to p.
If N is the conductor predicted by (3.2.4?) (cf. table of conductors in Section 1),
we can take the form f predicted by Serre’s conjecture as ()m Tr(gE1 ,"’).
Otherwise, since N is prime to p, Theorem 1 in [Jo-Li] allows to change the form
Tr(gE1,,,,) by a form g’ such that f 03B8mg’.
=

REMARK. Notice that the newform g can be used to produce the modular form
predicted by the conjecture of Serre for the representation arising from the ptorsion points of E*, the twisted elliptic curve of E by the quadratic character
ramified only at p.

3. Serre’s

Using the
following

conjecture
same

techniques

THEOREM. Serre’s
p:

in the semi-stable non-finite
as

in the

conjecture (3.2.4?)

is

case

preceeding

section

true for

irreducible representation

an

we

also

give

the

GQ ~ Aut(E p)

provided that E over 0
prime p

is

a

modular

elliptic curve with semi-stable reduction at a

5.

Proof. When the representation p is finite, which is equivalent to say that the
weight predicted by Serre’s conjecture equals 2, it is a consequence of results
given in [Ri] and [Ca].
Thus, we suppose p is non-finite; then the weight attached to p is k03C1 = p + 1.
Applying the same kind of arguments as in the previous section, now we have
that FEp-11,03C8 belongs to Sp+ 1(pN), being F E anqn the newform attached to the
elliptic curve E. It is easy to check that g Tr(FEp-11,03C8) will produce the cusp form
predicted by (3.2.4?) because it has the correct weight, p does not divide its level
=

=

and since ap = ± 1 it satisfies

TR(FEp-11,03C8) ~

F

(mod ).
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